
My name is Beatrix Li, a member of the Mental Health Alliance.

I am here today to share my thoughts on the Portland police’s training slide as a community
member who was harmed by PPB during the 2020 racial justice demonstrations.

It was recently determined by the City that Sergeant McDaniel, the officer responsible for the
“Prayer of the Alt Knight” training slide, would receive a 10 day suspension period. If we listened
to the community rather than a small room of people, then we would know that this is not
accountability. The decision is like what we see when we suspend students from school, which
rarely produces changed behavior. They simply get a week off to enjoy it. There needs to be
more accountability in the final decision.

I will also add that the comment that the slide was seen for a few seconds and put in last minute
is not an excuse. The slide reveals the intentions of Sergeant McDaniel, which was played out
on the streets by multiple officers during the demonstrations.

The investigation into the training also needs to be complete and thorough, including making all
of the slides public.

We at the Mental Health Alliance are greatly concerned with the slide. When there is an officer
that advocates for violence, the community is not safe.

What I am addressing today about the protests and the slide is also an intersectional issue;
people who demonstrated in 2020 are also members of the community with mental illness -
about 20% of the population. The implication of the slide is that those exercising their
constitutional rights deserved to be beaten and arrested.

People suffered as their mental health issues were exacerbated by the constant waves of 6,000
uses of force, and that’s just from PPB, not other LE agencies like federal agents.

I have heard from my community that after the protests, people have been diagnosed with
PTSD, severe depression and anxiety, and in some cases, have experienced suicidal thoughts,
including myself. Hyper-vigilance was rampant as demonstrators were surveilled heavily by
PPB, by tracking social media and personal information as the audit from the City revealed. And
even tracking quote, “anti-police music.” Federal agents also infiltrated our community, and
Homeland Security created baseball cards of protesters. I wouldn’t be surprised if this
surveillance from these LE agencies continues today, including PPB. These facts are why
people who protested do not want to go public in places like this.

Back to the slide. The slide confirmed what a lot of us on the ground knew. The image as
featured in the slide, can be laid, side to side, with an image of a protester on any given night
when harmed by police officers. The slide is not a surprise, as the problem was not only
restricted to the training. This slide was a mirror reflecting how police actually viewed and



treated protesters. It was the police showing their cards. This was the posture and behavior that
was consistently demonstrated by the police at the protests.

It seems to me that the PPB officers staged at the demonstrations had already succeeded in
meeting the objectives of the training. Many officers acted on what the slide asked them to do to
protesters. As the training slide says, the humble servants with hat and with bat, did indeed,
“christen (kri-sten) heads with hickory” as heads were concussed and slammed to the ground,
Portland police did anoint our faces with pepper spray and also, we were crowned the most
teargassed city in America. Homes with infants were filled with teargas from PPB. We were
cuffed and stuffed with arrests for standing there, and we were, in fact, stitched and bandaged
as medics rolled out gauze wrapping away the blood and bruises among our friends. Scars on
our bodies and on our mental health did not go away.

We need to reduce the amount of harmful behavior from Portland police. For those who
exercise the right to protest, and for those with mental illness. It doesn’t have to be this way.


